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In the file"FIFA 12 PC Universal Gamepads
Configuration.txt" there is a solution to configure the
Gamepads of the game in Spanish. Download the
game "FIFA 12" and run on a portable device.The
Gamepads are English but you can change the
options to be Spanish or Portuguese. (I can not
confirm that the gamepads are in Spanish, but I do
not have to remove the spanish files to have the
game play correctly) If I understand it right the file
"FIFA 12 PC Universal Gamepads
Configuration.txt" is loaded by the game from the
folder "program files\EA SPORTS\FIFA 12" where
the configuration settings are. If the game does not
load, you must reinstall the game in the folder above.
I have an error with the file FIFA 12 PC Universal
Gamepads Configuration.txt: 1.Run FIFA 12
PC Universal Gamepads Configuration.txt 2.Open
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the message "FIFA 12 PC Universal Gamepads
Configuration.txt" is created: "Warning!! Saving
changes may crash the game,close and try to restart
the game to see the changes." After I close the
program and start the game again, I get the message:
"No registered device found to use this file. In
addition, all possible gamepads have been disabled.
Therefore, this file will be ignored." It is possible to
solve the problem by changing the sound and
controls to Spanish or Portguese, then the game
starts without problem, but I prefer to solve the
problem with "Change the location of the file ". Now
I'm going to clean the registry, and I want to know if
this is necessary to fix the problem or if the steps
below will do the job. Run a batch file, which is
indicated below, and remove all of the registry keys
and values from the registry by this file. "
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HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\EA
SPORTS\FIFA 12\PC\CC\Gamepads\* " You can
use the registry editor, but is not recommended since
the registry changes made with this file can cause
problems with the game. If you run the game "FIFA
12 PC Universal Gamepads Configuration.txt" can
not access the configuration of the gamepads. FIFA
12 PC Universal Gamep

fifa 12universal gamepads configuration by
obievasquez16.rar Download 16 Mb Gamepad
customization for FIFA 12! Author: obievasquez16
About the author: This is my first experience in
creating video tutorials. In the future, I will upload
video tutorials in various areas, such as: - Creation of
videos -Video processing -Working in Adobe
Premier -Working in Corel Draw -Working in
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Adobe Photoshop -Working in Microsoft Word
-Working in Microsoft Excel -Working in Microsoft
Power Point -Work in Skype -Working with Google
docs -Working with Google Analytics fffad4f19a
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